We present a novel scheme of predicate argument structure analysis that can be trained from partially annotated corpora. In order to allow partial annotation, this semantic role labeler does not require word dependency information. The advantage of partial annotation is that it allows for smooth domain adaptation of training data and improves the adaptability to a variety of domains.
Introduction
The predicate-argument (P-A) structure is one of the most fundamental and important representations in linguistics (Fillmore, 1968) . Many applications use P-A structure as a component, for example, QA systems (Shen and Lapata, 2007) , text mining systems (Wang and Zhang, 2009) , and a spoken dialogue systems (Yoshino et al., 2011) .
P-A structure analysis is regarded as a task of semantic role labeling (SRL). A semantic role represents a meaning of the components in P-A structure (i.e. Propbank (Palmer et al., 2005) , FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) , and NAIST Text Corpus (NTC) (Iida et al., 2007b) ). Traditional P-A structure analyzers estimate the semantic role labels for an input sentence by referring to a model trained on data annotated with not only semantic role labels but also dependency labels (Surdeanu et al., 2008; Hajič et al., 2009 ). Most of the previous approaches to P-A structure analysis assume full annotation for P-A structures and the lower layer labels: word boundaries, parts of speech (POS), and dependencies. Given a corpus fully annotated with them, the structural prediction approach was shown to be effective (Watanabe et al., 2010) . However, this pre-annotation incurs high annotation costs which prevent us from adapting the analyzer to new domains. Having training data that are representative of a domain is essential for constructing a robust semantic role labeler (Pradhan et al., 2008) because the important information structures are specific to each domain (R.Grishman, 2003) . Fully annotated corpus in target domain is not available in realistic cases, and it is difficult to apply the current supervised approaches to a new domain.
When annotating only the domain-specific area, the use of a partially annotated corpus (Tsuboi et al., 2008; Sassano and Kurohashi, 2010 ) that allows incomplete annotations improves accuracy efficiently and reduce the number of annotations. The pointwise approach (Neubig and Mori, 2010) enables efficient use of such incomplete language resources in word segmentation tasks and requires only partial annotations for the relevant tasks and lower layer annotations on which they depend. We design a new P-A structure analysis method that enables us to directly estimate semantic role labels by referring to a model that is trained from a corpus that includes only partially annotated tag information without word dependencies.
Predicate argument structure analysis
In this section, we give a brief explanation of P-A structure and its problems. Then, we describe the typical method of structural prediction for this task based on supervised machine learning.
Predicate-argument (P-A) structure
A predicate-argument (P-A) structure is a relationship between a verbal expression and its arguments, such as the subject, the direct object, and the indirect object. Predicate P in a document D has arguments A 1 , A 2 , ..., A n that have a semantic role S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n . The notion we used is defined in NAIST Text Corpus (NTC) (Iida et al., 2007b) , Japanese text corpora annotated with coreference and P-A relations, which include annotations of subject, direct object, and indirect object. Every case has a property of depend or zero, and these P-A structure relations are annotated not only predicates, but also event nouns (Komachi et al., 2007) . Figure 5 shows an example of P-A structures in the NTC. These tags have two properties, one is depend or zero, the other is intra or inter. depend or zero indicates whether or not the argument has a dependency on the predicate, and intra or inter indicates whether or not the argument and the predicate exist in the same sentence. NTC also includes annotations of coreference, which we converted into P-A structure tags.
As shown in Figure 1 , P-A structure is located in a higher layer of linguistics that approaches natural language understanding (NLU), and this structure depends on some more basic but much more frequent linguistic phenomena: word boundaries, part of speech (POS), and word dependencies.
Typical solution
The typical solution divides the P-A structure prediction into two problems: semantic role labeling (SRL) (Johansson and Nugues, 2008; Björkelund et al., 2009 ) and zero-anaphora resolution (Iida et al., 2007a; Sasano and Kurohashi, 2009) .
The typical approach requires three preprocessing steps: word segmentation, POS tagging, and dependency parsing. After the preprocessing, the task of SRL improves assigning semantic role labels to the edges in word dependencies. A semantic role labeler performs two tasks: predicate sense estimation, and SRL. Zeroanaphora resolution is treated as an independent problem from the SRL task in the previous research. The zero-anaphora problem is caused by the ellipsis of shared words, and it is a gap in a sentence that has an anaphoric function (Iida et al., 2007a) . Some semantic relationships exist in which there is no dependency relationship between their arguments and predicates; this is called zero anaphora.
The task of P-A structure analysis goes beyond the syntactic problem and comes down to a semantic problem to fill in the words that are semantically omitted. Various special approaches can be applied after SRL to solve this problem (Sasano and Kurohashi, 2009; Iida and Poesio, 2011; Hayashibe et al., 2011) . Some approaches adopt a Salience Reference List (Nariyama, 2002) based on the 1-best argument decision model.
Open problems in P-A structure analysis
Existing approaches require full annotation of word boundaries, POS tags, and word dependencies to use them as features. Most previous approaches to P-A structure tasks assume full annotation for these lower layers. However, the number of linguistic phenomena decreases as we go higher up the NLP layers as shown in Figure 1 . Thus, to prepare only one training example for an existing katta. katta. beat shui shui the top fujo-shita fujo-shita reach Translation 1: The Yankees beat the Mariners. P-A structure analyzer, we need to annotate the entire document. To make it worse, these kinds of annotations are costly and difficult for untrained annotators. This difficulty interferes with efficient language resource preparation and reduces domain portability. However, the accuracy of P-A structure analysis increases in accordance with the data size. This indicates that we can realize an improvement just by easily preparing more training data for the target domain document.
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Mariners Mariners
Partial annotation for P-A structures
Partial annotation allows annotators to focus on efficient examples in the target domain document, and to maximize the cost-effectiveness of annotation. For automatic word segmentation and POS tagging, the scheme allows partial annotation of corpus (Tsuboi et al., 2008; Neubig and Mori, 2010; and achieves high accuracy and domain portability though annotation of domain-specific areas. report that a comparable accuracy to a CRF-based sequential labeling method can be achieved without referring to the estimated labels for unlabeled words. They call this method a pointwise approach. Even with the pointwise assumption, we can estimate labels as accurately as sequential labeling just by referring to the appropriate features.
We design a P-A structure analyzer that directly estimates the semantic role labels by referring to a model that is trained from a corpus. It includes only partially annotated POS tags but not with dependency information for the following reasons. Automatic estimation of POS tags achieves high accuracy in domain adaptation cases, and the annotation cost is small , but the accuracy for dependency parsing (Flannery et al., 2011; Sassano and Kurohashi, 2010) is not sufficiently high. However, handcraft annotation cost of dependency is so high, and it disturbs rapid preparation of annotation data.
We show an example of a partially annotated corpus in Figure 2 . The annotation of "reach" is incomplete, and the information that can be referred to by an analyzer is the fully annotated word boundaries, POS tags, and partially annotated P-A tags. Word boundaries and POS tags are output by a domain-adapted morphological analyzer, and the annotator tags three P-A tags.
4 Pointwise P-A structure analysis
In our proposed scheme, syntactic ambiguity resolution and predicate sense disambiguation are not used, in order to achieve easy adaptation. We propose two sequential processes for P-A structure analysis that is trained from partially annotated corpora. Following the discussion in Section 3, we do not assume the dependency structures.
Case existence detection
The first step in the proposed sequential analysis is case existence estimation. The given semantic cases differ according to the type of the predicate. This predicate and semantic case behavior strongly affects the SRL task. The oracle of the case existence is used for SRL features. For example, the predicate "bet" in Figure 5 contains information indicating that the predicate has two kinds of argument: "subject, zero" and "direct object depend." We assume that the case existence for each predicate can be estimated with case frames (Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2006) . A case frame is a set of a predicate and its potential arguments. It is known that the case frames contribute to the P-A structure analysis performance (Sasano et al., 2008) .
SRL and zero-anaphora resolution
The second step is SRL that includes zeroanaphora resolution. We handle the problem with a direct approach for SRL that is redefined as a binary classification problem for the pair of an argument candidate and a predicate. Labeled pairs of argument (arg) and predicate (pred) are used as positive training example and unlabeled pairs are used as negative training example. In the example of Figure 5 , the pair of "fate" and "party" is a positive example Y, and pairs of "fate" and other candidates are negative examples N.
The features used for classification are listed in Table 1 . We use simple n-gram features based on words and POS tags. The pairwise features are POS pairs located at positions from -2 to +2, and pairs of the predicate and the argument candidates. The distance between the argument candidate and the predicate is used as a feature. We used the number of predicates between the predicate and the argument candidate as this feature. Binary features (1) and (2) are based on a previous study on "Centering" theory (Grosz et al., 1995) . In this theory, subjects are frequently omitted, and the first candidate tends to be a subject. By contrast, objects are not omitted, and the last candidate tends to be an object. To apply the theory to a pointwise approach, we define features that are independent of syntactic structure. Finally, the result of the processing described above is used as a binary feature (3).
Issues in partial annotation
Two problems arise in applying the classifier to a partially annotated corpus without dependency. First, in existing studies P-A structure analysis leverages a property of the P-A tags depend and zero (Iida et al., 2007b) . Here, depend represents that the P-A tag is added on the edge of dependency, and zero means the pair of the predicate and argument does not have a relationship of dependency (=zero anaphora). However, it is impossible to use dependency information in our framework, and the attribution makes it difficult to detect the property of the P-A tag. To cope with this problem, we use sentence boundaries, which are trivial in unlabeled documents, for grouping the training set. The other problem is how to create training examples from incomplete annotations. To allow the incomplete annotation perfectly, we incorporate positive examples that are clearly annotated.
Evaluations
We conducted three experiments to evaluate the proposed method: SRL, corpus size discrimination, and domain adaptation.
Experimental settings
We use the NTC (Iida et al., 2007b) which is annotated with P-A relations and coreferences. The NTC is constructed from Japanese newspaper articles, and has two domains: news and editorials. In the NTC, there are three different types of annotation on pairs of predicates and their arguments: subject, direct object, and indirect object. Every tag has a property of depend or zero. The Table 2 : Results of P-A analysis (with case frame, using the property of depend and zero ). Table 3 : Results of P-A analysis (with case frame, using the property of intra and inter ). NTC has lower layer annotations: word boundaries, POS, and segment-based dependencies. We used the word segments and POS tags as-is, and constructed P-A classifiers. We evaluated the proposed SRL in the newspaper article domain. We used linear support vector machine (SVM) (Fan et al., 2008) with the one-versus-rest method, by using the features described in Table 1 .
Evaluation of SRL
The results using 5-fold cross validation are listed in Table 2 and 3. Evaluations that are classified with the existing depend and zero property are given in Table 2 . Classifiers used in "w.o. feat. (3)" do not refer to case existence features (the binary feature (3) in Table 1 ). We can see that case frames play a large role in improving the labeling accuracy. This depend and zero property is based on the dependency, which cannot be referred to in the pointwise approach. As an alternative, we used sentence boundaries for the tag classification and Table 3 shows the result. The bottom "cf." rows in Tables 2 and 3 are the result of the previous work (Sasano and Kurohashi, 2011) for comparison 1 . In the comparison, the accuracies of our work are comparable to the accuracies of the previous work. By comparing the total F mea-1 Sasano and Kurohashi discussed this task, but the article is written in Japanese. They evaluated the accuracy for zero anaphora in two models: intra and inter, and we calculated the weighted mean of them for fair comparison. Table 2 (0.413) and that in Table 3 (0.455), we can say that this intra and inter property works better than the depend and zero property in our pointwise classifier.
Effect of corpus size
We show the relationship between the training corpus size and the accuracy in Figures 3 and 4 . The horizontal axes of these graphs are the log-scaled corpus size. The graphs show that P-A structure analysis accuracy increases linearly in proportion to the log-scaled data size and do not saturate. This result supports our framework of efficient resource usage.
Conclusion
We presented a novel scheme of P-A structure analysis based on the pointwise approach that makes it possible to use partially annotated corpora. This paper can be seen as an extension of the pointwise approach to a higher NLP layer that allows us to concentrate annotation work on the focused task. The results indicated that our scheme reduces the cost of constructing language resource and makes it easy to adapt the P-A structure analyzer while maintaining comparable accuracy to current analysis frameworks.
In future work, we plan to evaluate our pointwise P-A resolution method in the domain adaptation case in terms of personal costs of annotation and investigate improving accuracy by using other estimated information. English translation: The Socialist party address the "social democratic party concept" in this year.
They bet the fate of the party on this concept. A Figure 5 shows an example of P-A
